TAKE AN INSIDE LOOK AT
SALESSCREEN

HI AND WELCOME TO SALESSCREEN!

In this brief overview, we will show you how we combine sales data with
gamification to help you drive performance on KPIs, increase sales activity and
celebrate achievements.
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www.salesscreen.com

SalesScreen’s web application makes it easy for managers
to administrate the system, customize KPIs and select
gamification elements. It’s also where sales reps can quickly
view all of their important information.
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This is what SalesScreen looks like on the web dashboard. We call it the
company feed. From here, you can view all the recent activity updates
throughout your company.
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You can also give positive feedback to your peers using likes or comments,
allowing you to create a fun social atmosphere.
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Section 1 // Web
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You can manually add reports in SalesScreen, or choose to integrate with a
third-party system such as a CRM.

Your personal profile allows you to view important information including your
rank, sales milestones, unlocked badges, and other stats.

Section 1 // Web
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From the Dashboard you can view data, KPIs and performance metrics for
your individual account, for your team or for the whole company. You can sort
your stats by date range or activity type and quickly get an understanding of
your progress on current goals.

On the competitions page, you can get a quick overview of the competitions
within your company. You can view ongoing competitions, information relating
to the contests, awards, and recent winners.
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Section 1 // Web
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Our unique Battle Mode allows you to challenge colleagues in one-on-one
matchups.

In the Battles tab, you can easily send or accept new battle challenges and
also view results from your current and past battles.

Section 1 // Web
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The leaderboard will allow you to see who holds the highest ranking in your
company and where you currently stand.

If you ever have questions feel free to send us a chat message by clicking the
bubble in your lower right-hand corner.
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Section 1 // Web
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SalesScreen can be used on TVs to highlight sales KPIs, to
deliver recognition for performance, and to track progress
on targets.

Section 2 // TV
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When a sales rep completes a sales activity, their name, photo, and activity
details will show up on TV screens throughout your offices, so that everyone
can celebrate together and congratulate them.

You can quickly create fun event celebrations to recognize the achievement
of key sales milestones such as reaching quota for the month, booking a
certain number of meetings, or literally whatever else you’d like to celebrate.
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Section 2 // TV
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SalesScreen also allows you to effortlessly create a wide variety of sales
contests, with flexible rules, time expirations and multiple ways of winning.
Tired of the same “winner takes all” competitions? Spice things up with one of
our many different sales contests.

Throughout the sales contest, all data will be tracked and displayed in realtime, keeping the momentum high and giving everyone a reason to celebrate.

Section 2 // TV
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When the sales contest is complete, winners and prizes will be
shown. This is a great way to recognize achievements and say
“thanks” with fun prizes.

Battles will also be displayed on TV screens when a user accepts
the challenge and when the battle is complete.
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Section 2 // TV
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You can also easily manage and track all of your relevant KPIs and sales data
with a wide variety of customizable templates that you simply drag and drop to
create playlists.
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SalesScreen offers over 100 unique templates to choose from, allowing your
organization to easily customize and display whatever is most important.

Section 2 // TV
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You can now boost awareness, transparency and motivation by displaying
relevant KPI data to keep your reps engaged and crushing targets.

You can even “race yourself” against past performances from last year,
quarter, month, week, etc. With this slide, you’ll always know how you are
performing in comparison to a previous given time.
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Replace your old sales tools, like bells and whiteboards, with engaging new
highlights that display updates and information automatically.

There’s no such thing as “one size fits all” when it comes to rewarding good
performance. That’s why SalesScreen Rewards allows you to fill a personal
shop with prizes and award coins to employees for achievements so they can
unlock what they want most.

Section 2 // TV
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Of course, we’ve also made it easy for you to take your
data, competitions and updates with you on-the-go by using
our mobile app, available on both iOS and Android.
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Section 3 // Mobile
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Almost anything that you can do from
desktop, you can do from mobile too!
So, it’s incredibly easy to take all of your
data with you on-the-go and to make
your field sales reps feel like part of the
team again!

Section 3 // Mobile
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If you’re interested in learning more about how SalesScreen
can help you measure performance, provide recognition,
run fun sales competitions and so much more, contact us
today to schedule a demo.
CHEERS!
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Join these happy companies who are seeing up to a 300%
increase in revenue due to increased activity.
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